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The health of our acoustic communal body has been compromised. The awareness for freedom and 
spontaneity has been blocked through attitudes in which we choreograph our bodies and voices in 
public space. We are inviting all interested in producing experimental sounds with objects and their 
bodies to recalibrate the ambience of a tiny square and the vibrations inside our bodies.  
 
In cohort with two artists collectives, Rosina Ivanova will stream the sounds of a live walking action 
with the Guerrilla Optimists from Athens and the sounds from a voice workshop with Moaners, to a 
square in Trondheim. 
 
Through the expression of our sounds, and the sensations of our hearts, we may revitalize ourselves 
and the place. This is a call to wild civic servants, police officers, creatures, drummers, musicology 
students, people experimenting with their voices, scratching, yawning, breathing… This is also a 
call to serious listeners and samplers of silence. Between the pulse of peripheral traffic and the quiet 
neglect of the public space, let us join voices, ring bells, blow air with mouths, make circles, 
triangles and rainbows with bodies. 
 
This is a call to action to intervene in the acoustics of the place, rehearse breathing sounds, traces of 
voice and listening tactics. The live streaming is an invitation to join in for seven sound listening 



events near the benches in front of Solsiden mall, and an invitation also to those present, adding to 
the ambience of the place. 

	
	
Live	events	Programme 

	
 
Tittle: Moaning Sessions from Trondheim with Moaners (exhale) 
Place: Square between Beddingen 2-4-6str, Trondheim 
Date: 25, 26, 27 May, 2017 
Time: 15:00-15:50 
 
Tittle: Hope Signals from Athens with Guerrilla Optimists (inhale) 
Place: Square between Beddingen 2-4-6str, Trondheim  
Date: 1, 2, 3 June, 2017 
Time: 12:00-13:00 
 
Tittle: Short Musical Walk with Instruments from Gråmølna to Verftsbrua (Flower bridge) - 
Celebratory Finale (move) 
Place: Trenerys gate 9str, starts at TKM Gråmølna entrance 
Date: 11 June, 2017 
Time: 16:00-16:10 

 

	


